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ABSTRACT 
Background: 
Technology for Educators (“Tech for Teachers”) is a required 1-credit course offered within 
Marlboro College for Continuing and Professional Studies’ Masters of Arts in Teaching / 
Social Justice pre-service program.  It is the only blended course in the program.  
 
Goals:   

1. Students will explore, try, and apply tools for integrating technology. 
o Exploration: Students want to experience tools in current school practice.   
o Collaboration: Students want to learn from, and present to, each other. 
o Practical Focus: Students want instructional value, not “tech for tech’s sake”. 
o Application: Students want tools to apply in the current year.  

2. Students will develop an ePortfolio for getting hired, with content including: 
o Resume and Philosophy (first Google Docs, then Web Pages/ PDFs) 
o Video of classroom teaching. 
o Gallery of artifacts from technology integration lessons. 
o Blog of reflections applying technology to teaching.  

Schedule:  
1. Live Meetings: Two-hour sessions onsite at Marlboro College GPS / Brattleboro. 
2. Month 1: “Shallow Surfs”: Students devote 2 hours/week to exploring, applying, 

and reflecting on tools featured in the course wiki. Students will log a brief blog 
reflection on each activity on their ePortfolio site, and submit the blog link with 
attached work. 

3. Months 2 and 3: “Group Dives”: In-person meetings will be used for group lesson 
activities and reflections, where course learners experience several key technology 
techniques and tools as students, and then discuss applications to their teaching.   

4. After Winter Break: Students implement the lesson plan they designed or 
integration technique they chose, with their student teaching classroom or MATSJ 
cohort, and videotape a sample of their teaching to add to their ePortfolios.  

5. By Course End: Students will convert their “Learning ePortfolio” to a “Job Search 
ePortfolio” which they will present to their peers for constructive feedback.   

 
Media & Development:   
All production and communication work uses Marlboro’s Google Apps for Education (GAfE) 
environment (particularly Google Classroom as the course home page), supported by a 
Wiki site developed with Drupal (http://myinstructionaldesigns.com), videos developed 
with Techsmith Camtasia, and tutorials developed with Adobe Captivate. 

http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/


 

MATSJ TECH FOR TEACHERS  
PROJECT OVERVIEW 

I. GOALS 

1. Students will explore and apply tools and techniques for integrating technology into 
K12 classrooms. 

2. Students will develop an ePortfolio they can use to get their first teaching 
placement, including: 

o Resume and Philosophy (first Google Docs, then Web Pages/ PDFs) 
o Video of classroom teaching 
o Gallery of artifacts from technology integration lessons 
o Blog of reflections and experiences applying technology for social justice 

teaching.  

II. RATIONALE 

Students in the program are excited to learn about technology tools to use in their teaching, 
they have experienced the power of technology to help teach when it is used well, and their 
schools are mostly using tech. However, they are skeptical of the time required and wish to 
avoid using technology for technology’s sake. They want to learn how to effectively 
integrate technology and they want to finish the class by Dec so they have time to use their 
new skills in their classroom. 

AUDIENCE  

I. HISTORICAL NEED 

This is a substantial upgrade to previous years, which offered shallow dives into technology 
topics while supporting students in creating digital portfolios for licensure.  This year’s 
topics will be cumulative, building towards technology integration into projects designed 
and delivered by each student as well as an ePortfolio to document coursework, useful to 
support licensure and gain employment as first year teachers.  

MATSJ attracts mostly low-tech, natural-environment-oriented students from alternative 
education backgrounds, who have formed a tightly knit group accustomed to face-to-face, 
high-quality communication.   



The challenge of this course is to provide an interactive technology project development 
sequence which complements, rather than breaks, the collaborative, intimate culture of the 
group.  Though they meet all together every weekend, they have only a once-monthly in-
person meeting to remind them of the context and deliverables for this 1-credit course 
component. 

II. AUDIENCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Pre-Service students need to learn how to effectively integrate technology into their 
classrooms. Most Vermont schools have adopted Google Apps for Education (GAfE) and 
many a 1:1 configuration (each students with a portable computer).    

The Teaching for Social Justice (MATSJ) program is increasingly realizing that technology is 
an important factor in the training of licensed k12 teachers and in the past three years has 
transitioned from a paper-based Level I portfolio for state review to digital portfolios.   

Gaining digitization and presentation skills for portfolios led to a decision to position these 
skills for classroom teaching for a longer and wider application. From the course 
description:  

“The MA in Teaching for Social Justice (MATS) is a one-year program for students 
who want to become licensed K-12 teachers. The MATS degree is a collaboration 
between Marlboro College Graduate and Professional Studies (granting the MAT 
degree to graduates) and Spark Teacher Education Institute (recommending 
graduates for teacher certification to the State of Vermont). The program focuses on 
understanding and integrating social justice content, and a pedagogy that meets the 
needs of all learners.”  

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

I. PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS 

Students need to be able to…. 

1. Access common materials (the ePortfolio website, course website with associated 
GAfE material, and the Tools Wiki.  The Google Classroom website and Tools Wiki 
are both linked to their ePortfolios, which can be found from 
http://sites.google.com. While the Classroom site has a temporary lifespan, the 
Tools Wiki will remain a reference.  

http://www.marlboro.edu/academics/graduate/teach
http://sites.google.com/


2. Receive course emails and respond to them (all activity will generate 
notifications).  Students have all verified that course emails are being forwarded to 
their personal emails if they are not committed to checking their school accounts.  

3. Budget sufficient time for coursework (1 credit course implies 30 hours). Based 
on focus group discussion, students feel comfortable with 2 hours per week for the 
first three months, frontloading acquisition of skills to apply to teaching afterward.  

4. Access production software (minimum: Chrome OS).  All students surveyed are 
using modern laptops, either MacBooks or Windows 7 machines.  The course will 
standardize on the Google Chrome browser.  

II. TARGET SKILLS 

In a pre-course survey of last year’s cohort, students wanted to know more about 
classroom flipping and student-driven learning, and particularly interested in image, video 
and audio recording, editing and projection.  Top “want to know more about” items 
included these.   This year, the survey was redesigned, and 8 of 9 students completed it, 
with these results.  Based on these, a refined list of software tools and patterns was 
developed for the course content.   

Below are the 6 topics that will be covered, one per week, in sequence: 

1. Making Professional ePortfolios - with Google Sites  
2. Making Teacher, Course and Project Websites  
3: Formative Evaluation Webquest  
4. Using Google Docs for Formative Assessment  
5. Creating Effective Google Slideshows and Videos  
6. Screencasts and Videos for Portfolio & Flipping  

 

III. DESIGN STRATEGY 

THE TOOLS CURRICULUM:  SHALLOW SURFS 

The Course Learning Content Management System  http://myinstructionaldesigns.com 
Students spend 30 minutes per week on each topic, either reading about it ("Learn" tab) 
or doing something with it ("Apply" tab) and then maybe checking out more resources 
("More") tab before they craft a blog post on their individual portfolio sites about their 
experiences.  

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AhowZdTibDkGdE1rV0pWODVtalNpU1hQenBXeUhoUXc%23gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/19oP8pfj-rTUuAdjeCWqoAeGcislBiRMseGRlFtW1G2s/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NjlypfMe1stGsQ5a-dBb8jVkYj3gBse0oM8FoiLr5qg/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dE1rV0pWODVtalNpU1hQenBXeUhoUXc6MA%23gid=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ydcYKUxfgiaIPtUl2V7XAYS2kXi1SGwDo5TAZGygQqs/edit
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki/1-making-professional-eportfolios-google-sites
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki/2-making-teacher-course-and-project-websites
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/assignments/3-formative-evaluation-webquest
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki/4-using-google-docs-formative-assessment
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki/5-creating-effective-google-slideshows-and-videos
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki/6-screencasts-and-videos-portfolio-flipping
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/animations-and-comics/learn


TWO INSTRUCTIONAL MODALITIES 

• Individual Exposure:  As individuals, students explore the Tools Wiki (see 
screenshots below) and explore at a level appropriate to their readiness.  These 
encounters will include reading summaries and pointers to externally produced 
guides and tutorials, and opportunities to try out the tools, explore them in a lesson 
context, and/or reflect on their potential. Where students have declared proficiency 
in these tools, they can choose to be listed as resources for their peers. The Tools 
Wiki site is an updated version of a site developed last year by a graduate student, 
Jen Parker: 
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/techintegrationk12educators. 

• Group Participation: (Live Sessions) Students learn and experience combinations 
of tools and patterns together, using produced demonstrations, tutorials, and 
practice tasks, with sufficient context and focus to generate meaningful exchange 
rather than simply demo products. Selection will be based on student survey 
preferences and instructor estimation of highest payoff.  For each activity we will 
provide preparation choices (including a tutorial we develop for novices, perhaps 
Captivate).   

 

Months 2-3: EXPERIENCING AS STUDENTS: GROUP DIVES 

In two live 90-minute sessions, we will act as instructors with students taking the role 
of high schoolers in a 1:1 environment, leading them through a 1-hour lesson that 
combines these tools in powerful ways, and then reflecting on the experience for a half 
hour. 

Example: e.g. Google Apps for DBQs (Document Based Questions).  

• 1. Students will pilot a DBQ social justice topic discussion using a shared Google 
Group and each working from a template Google Text Document (taking advantage 
of the Google Scholar sidebar gadget) 

• 2. Students will use the Google Groups service for group-posting and discussing 
completed documents and also have text-commenting exchanges within the 
documents to support formative evaluation of findings and compare how the 
different methods (group post, in-text comment) support different kinds of 
exchange.  

 

https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/techintegrationk12educators


Month 4: THE CONTAINER: ePORTFOLIO WEBSITE 

• We are going to modify https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/tft-
portfolio/ by adding a new tab, "TFT", which is all the material relevant to our 
course (which will itself be housed on a Google Classroom site), and they will put 
their "Deep Dive" work under "Teaching Artifacts". 

• We will look at each other’s portfolios during the last session and answer "how did 
you do that" questions.  

 

IV. MONTHLY LESSON STRUCTURE:  2 LIVE SESSIONS  

• Preparatory Work: view Captivate demo / tutorial / assessment at home.  

• Group Learning:  participate as a student in a demonstration lesson.   

• Reflection: Discuss experiences of demo lesson, and application to teaching.  

• Individual Integration: As individuals, students choose 1 or 2 tools for practical 
application to course project(s) (not separate tech projects), implemented in their 
teaching environments or with their MATSJ cohort playing student roles.  Peers with 
prior aptitude may be consulted as supports, and instructors will also serve as 
design and development coaches.  Example projects: Social Justice Webquest. 

• Portfolio Showcasing: All implemented projects will be digitally showcased for 
student portfolios and for group feedback as they are ready for live and/or online 
questions and comments.  The process for this documentation will be pre-scaffolded 
by course instructors in the context of related Group Participation topics (Level 2).  

IV. STORYBOARD AND SITE MAP 

See Next Page [INSERTED] 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/tft-portfolio/
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/tft-portfolio/


Storyboard Title Page
Storyboard

Producer:

STORYBOARD & COMMENTS
Version: 1  Date: 10/15/2014

TRAINING TITLE:  Technology for Educators, MAT-SJ (Marlboro College)

TRAINING TEAM:  Bram Moreinis (Designer, Co-Instructor)
                               Caleb Clark (Supervising Instructor)

PLATFORMS: Google Classroom (LMS)
Drupal (LCMS)
Google Sites (Student ePortfolio)

IMPORTANT NOTE:

This course is live - it began on September 28th, with my decision to participate pro-
bono for the purpose of using it to fulfil INSDSG 655 made September 8th. 

This required rapid development of all components.  There have been various 
iterations leading to the current status.  

Rather than providing drawn storyboards, therefore, I am including actual 
screenshots of the various views of course screens, with annotations. 



Storyboard TOC
Storyboard

Producer:

TABLE OF CONTENTS

SECTION 1: (3-6)

Google Classroom
SECTION 2: (7-13)

Course Assignments
SECTION 3: (14-16)

Course Youtube Assignment Videos
SECTION 4: (17-23)

Course Content Site
SECTION 5: (24-28)

Student ePortfolios



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Google Classroom Help Students find course when logged in to school Gmail.

Display courses associated with Google Account.

 

Problems with Google Classroom encountered: 

1) There are no co-instructors allowed, so I needed to share 
an email with my co-instructor, and enroll him as a student.

2) There is no “masquerade as student” functionality, so my 
co-instructor needed to have a student account created for 
me to enroll in the course (visible to other students) and I 
would need to switch to this account to view as student.

1 1

http://classroom.google.com (if logged in to registered account)

Identify active Gmail Account, associated courses.
Thumbnail Panel shows course title, as well as upcoming 
assignments, so that students with multiple courses can get 
a quick overview of what is due for each.

http://classroom.google.com
http://classroom.google.com


Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Google Classroom Give Students view of key course resources

The “About” tab identifies the course, provides contact 
information for the instructor, and links to the basic course 
resources. 

Google has made a great effort to simplify Google 
Classroom, providing only the most essential elements.  The 
“pattern logic” takes a little while to discover, when one is 
used to option-heavy LMS interfaces like Blackboard and 
Moodle.  

By leveraging Google Apps patterns already understood by 
users (it is presumed that students who have GAfE accounts 
through the school understand the basics of Google Drive, 
for examples), this simplicity is a great asset. 

1 2

Home (Instructor View) showing About Tab, Students, Stream.
Course basic info and list of shared resources below that.

Three tabs (Stream | Students | About ) 
Course Title and Brief Description
Course Meeting Room
Teacher Email
Google Drive Folder
Other Course Resource LInks (not pictured)



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Google Classroom Facilitate learning community connections.

Shows enrolled students and enable email contact.

Google Classroom is on its first release, and the feature of 
specifying whether students could post and comment or only 
comment was enabled after the first month.  This was a 
handy feature, as previously students were creating new 
posts as assignment submissions, and it was necessary to 
emphasize in course videos and instructions that posts that 
were responses to assignments needed to be entered as 
comments to assignments rather than separate posts. 

1 3

Home (Instructor View) showing About, Students, Stream): 
See status, email. 

Three Tabs (Stream | Students | About), course title, active 
email (useful if masquerading as student), list of students 
with enrollment status, email icons. 

Instructors can invite new students, delete or “mute” 
students, and set posting permissions (students can post, 
comment only, or view only).



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Google Classroom Access assignments and discussions.

Students can access Announcements and Assignments, 
and see what assignments are due. 

One drawback is that Google Classroom does not allow 
assignments to be “drafted” - once they are entered they are 
visible. It is therefore difficult to “pre-build” the course. On 
the other hand, students can see what’s due, and preview 
what is upcoming, so that is a trade-off.  

Also, when assignments are posted, emails are sent to all 
students, which means an early draft still generates email. 

However, when they are edited, follow-up emails are NOT 
sent.  So posting a draft assignment will require re-posting a 
new version (with new attachments) if an email is to be 
generated. 

1 4

Home (Instructor View) showing About, Students, Stream): 
Assignments, Announcements, Comments, showing upcoming (due) 
assignments in left sidebar. 

Announcements (news posts with comments)
Assignments (posts with attachments and comments)
Upcoming Assignments (sidebar)
Show deleted posts (sidebar - Instructor View)
Create new Announcement / Assignment (Instructor View, 
since students have had this permission removed). 
. 



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Assignments
View Assignment Details and Attachments

Students (not shown) View Assignment Details and 
Attachments, and can also initiate submissions with “Turn 
In” button. 

Instructors (shown) can also see how many students have 
completed work. 

For instructors, the title is clickable, resulting in a list of 
students and their submission status. 

2 1

Most assignments include an instructional video or screencast 
(recorded with Camtasia). All include a page on the Drupal 
LCMS, with a LEARN tab (introduction and readings) and an 
APPLY tab (tasks to choose from). 

Assignment Due Date
Assignment Title
Assignment Details
Assignment Attachments
Turn In button (for students)
Done / Not Done Display (for instructors)



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Assignments

Allow Comments attached to Assignments

Allows students to seek clarifications, with instructor 
responses, as threaded comments.  Also allows students to 
share links to their work with their peers if applicable. 
Comments generate email notifications. 

This is an incredibly handy feature, one sorely missing from 
Moodle and Blackboard.  Viewing clarifications and shares 
directly under assignments promotes social learning and 
faster notification of clarificaitons. 

2 2

Comments below Assignment. Hide (show last 2-3) or Show (all).  

Google Avatar Icon
Student Name
Comment Date
Comment
Instructors can use the three vertical dots control to delete a 
comment or to “mute” a student (prevent further comments)



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Assignments

Gives Instructor View of Student Submissions and Status

By clicking on the Assignment Title, Instructors can review 
student submissions and status.  Students, on the other 
hand, view their options for submitting. 

Generating an assignment also generates a sub-folder within 
the Google Drive folder for the course, and any student 
uploads or drive item copies  are viewable from this folder. 

This is a great advantage of using a GAfE LMS - very 
streamlined and intuitive access. 

NOTE:  Shown in this list are instructors, program 
administrators, and students auditing the course, which is 
why there are so many LATE marks.  Also, because this is a 
1-credit course with lower priority than student teaching 
placement work, students are allowed to take their own time 
with assignments.

2 3

Clicking on Assignment Status shows submission status.

Command Buttons (Email Selected Students, view 
Assignments Folder, Download folder)
Students (sortable by status)
Grade column (based on points set)



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Assignments
Show Due Assignments in stream.

A red alert corner tab appears when assignments are due

Nice feature.

2 4

Standard Assignment View, additional tab.

View of Assignment (Student View).  Corner red alert shows 
assignment status. 

Students submit work by clicking the gray OPEN button below that 
corner alert, or by clicking on the title (Assignment 2:...).



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Assignments
Enable Students to Turn In Work

Enable students to submit assignments.

Very simple, easy-to-use feature.  

Without access to a student account, instructors have no 
way to know how this works, however.   Google really should 
add a “masquerade as student” feature.

2 5

View of Assignment Detail (Student View).  Students can add 
resources,  create new ones, and then turn in (submit) work. 

Add (Copy a Google Drive item, Link, or File)
Create (Text Document within Course as submission)
Turn In (Submit for grade)

Students have a choice of submitting 
a link to an external resource, 
selecting a Google Drive document 
associated with their accounts, or 
attaching a file. 



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Assignments
Add link to assignment

Provide entry box to add link to blog post.

2 6

By clicking the ADD button and choosing the LINK tool, students 
can post a link to the ePortfolio Blog Post they wrote to summarize 
their assignment.  Within that link, they can add links to anything 
they made, or attach files. 

This same single link can be appended to the assignment 
discussion thread to share with other students. 

Pop-Up window with space for URL and ADD LINK button, 
along with CANCEL button. 



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Assignments Warn about Turn In status for Google Docs.

Alert Students that submissions make frozen copies of files 
in instructor folder.

This is a bit counter-intuitive … students who submit Google 
Drive docs are used to be able to update them without re-
submission.  That is why this notice exists … instructors get 
copies of student drive files, not share links to those files, 
when a student turns in work. 

2 7

After clicking “Turn In”, students get a confirmation message with 
the ability to add a comment to the assignment.  They can also 
choose to give a private note to the instructor about the work. 

Warning Message
Preview Link
Private Note comments
Turn In button.



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Youtube Video Present Assignment and Course Content.

Students understand assignment, along with any additional 
course material presented in “online lecture” format.

Because Google owns Youtube, it provides a special button 
for associating YouTube videos with assignments.  I like 
using Camtasia to provide more of an Instructor presence, 
although this requires a secondary editorial pass to properly 
size and position the talking head based on slide content. 

3 1

Narrated Google Slideshow portion with Camtasia headshot.

Screencast can include:
Google Slideshow Slides
Camtasia Video Cam Stream & Narration
Screen Capture of other applications
Timestamps and other controls available below.



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Youtube Video Provide Guided Tour of Content Site

In the Orientation Video, students are given a guided tour of 
the three course sites (Google Classroom, Course Content 
Site, and ePortfolio Template).

3 2

Screencast with Camtasia Headshot Portion (showing Wiki Apply)

This is a view of an “Apply Tab” portion of a Topics Page, 
along with a Camtasia talking head shot, within the YouTube 
service. 



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Youtube Video Sequentially present material.

Google Slideshows begin with Tables of Contents.  They are 
not made separately available to students currently, but 
incorporated into Youtubes, because some of the video 
content is a screencast that extends outside the Google 
Slideshow.

None.

3 3

Google Slideshow Video Element: Table of Contents for Week 1 
Orientation to the three Course Websites.

TOC of Video. 



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Content Site
Orient Students to LCMS Site.

To mitigate the sequestering of content within an LMS (so 
that it is no longer available after the course), a separate site 
was created in Drupal as a “Wiki” to allow students to return 
and find links and descriptions.  This is the home page, 
which shows the three-tab layout of topic pages.  

This site has gone through many iterations since we 
launched the course.  Part of the complexity is that it is the 
only online element to the degree program and a required 
one, so students have a wide range of readiness levels both 
for doing online work and for learning technology online 
independently.  

As a result, assignments have been given with multiple 
“level” options:  Tool Tryout (just make something), Teach 
Tryout (make something for your class), and Reflect (discuss 
readings, along with any Tryouts). 

4 1

http://myinstructionaldesigns.com
Home Page describing the 3-Tab layout of Topic Pages.

Learning Content Management System (LCMS) is a Drupal 
site with Topic Pages. 
Each Topic Page is broken up into three tabs. 
This system is described on the home page of the site. 
The following slide shows the bottom of this same pictured 
page. 

http://myinstructionaldesigns.com
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com


Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Content Site Enable students to navigate to previously viewed Course 
Content pages. 

Top  of LCMS Home Page shows Jump Menu to Topic 
Pages.

4 2

Top home page, showing Topic Pages Jump menu.

There are 8 course topics.  As of this slideshow, four have 
been developed and released.  



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Content Site Learn about a Course Topic

Sample Course Topic (top) Page, showing Learn Tab active, 
featured videos at left, and instructor - developed topic 
introduction at right. 

The three-tabbed system and complex page layouts resulted 
from many iterations of “Rapid Prototyping” and are likely 
still more complex than they need to be. 

4 3

Topic Page top (Making Teacher, Course and Project Websites) 
Showing content from the Learn tab (first of Learn | Apply | More).

Custom Title (begins with “Learn about” for learn tab)
Three Tabs (with “Learn” active)
Featured Videos
Instructor-Developed Topic Description and introduction



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Content Site Learn about a Course Topic (continued), Pass to Apply.

Students choose from among Readings, Examples and Use 
Guides to learn more about the topic, then move to the 
Apply tab to do work.  

Because students are at different skill levels and in different 
settings, they are given choices about what to read.  This 
reflects the initial course design from last year, which 
provided many, many more links and featured each 
assignment as  a “compendium of resources followed by a 
reflection” rather than a guided task.

Also, students have different preferences for what they want 
to learn, and what kind of information they prefer, so an 
initial scan of these resources would yield best choices.

That said, presenting more readings than students have time 
to do is a weakness in this design.  

4 4

Topic Page Learn tab bottom (Making Teacher, Course and Project 
Websites) Shows Readings, Examples Use Guides and Next Steps.

Finishing up of instructor-developed content (Intro, 
Affordances, Considerations)
Readings (web pages about the topic and application)
Examples (examples of the topic tool applied)
Use Guides (job aids for applying the topic and tool)
Next Step Guidance



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Content Site Apply Learning Content to a Task

Students choose a task associated with their skill and 
interest level.  This is the top part of the page, outlining the 
various tasks, and offering a related diagram, followed by 
useful links. 

Again, the multiple readings / resources is a benefit for 
students who are comfortable with scanning and selecting, 
but a hazard for students who want very specific guidance 
about what to read and watch. 

Also, the distinction between Tech Tutorials and Use Guides 
is fuzzy in practice.  In Theory, Use Guides can be read by 
someone who is not in the act of making something, but 
Tech Tutorials are only useful for makers. 

4 5

Topic Page Apply tab top shows Diagram, Summary of Tasks, Top 
Tools, and Tech Tutorials.

Custom Page Title (begins with Apply)
Apply Tab Active
Diagram
Task Overview
Tool links for applying Topic / Tool.
Tech Tutorials (more detail / step oriented than Use Guides 
on previous page) 



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Content Site
Apply Learning Content to a Task (continued)

Providing choices for the three task levels, with a WebQuest 
application alternative for those ready to apply the tool / 
topic to teaching.  Tasks may include hyperlinks to required 
readings or tools. 

The three-column design for this page actually works very 
well as a simplifying elements.  For the items to work visually 
as “choose one of 3”  they need to be about the same size, 
which limits the detail for each assignment. 

It is very handy to view all assignment choices in one place, 
rather than have to click on each one for detail - easier to 
compare. 

4 6

Topic Page Apply tab bottom shows 3 Apply Task Types:  1 (Tool 
Tryout), 2 (Teach Tryout), 3 (Advanced Tryout).  

Reflecting with a Blog Post is a component of all assignments, 
regardless of which Tryout option is chosen. 

1. Explorers:  Choose the "Tool Tryout" to make 
something with this tool.  Then 4. Reflect, 

2. Teachers: Choose the "Teach Tryout" task. Then 
continue to 4. Reflect

3. Builders: Choose the “Advanced Tryout” task. 

4. Everyone:  Post to Blog with link to work. 



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Course Content Site Read More, Find Other Topics (Optional)

This is a place for the instructor to store (rather than lose) 
resources that seem valuable but should not be included 
where students have to choose from a limited set.

Ultimately, there should be more links on this page, and few 
on the preceding pages.
Also, these should not be simply links, but followed by 
details (who made it, what’s in it?).  There was not time to do 
that with this “hit the ground running” course iteration. 
The same point could be made for the links on previous 
pages, but it facilitates scanning and browsing to require 
students to look at each resources before deciding whether 
to consult it in depth.  
This may be a rationalization. 

4 7

Topic Page More tab top shows additional resources for further 
exploration and a clickable list of Topic Pages, plus comment box. 

Resource LInks
List of Topic Pages



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

ePortfolio Site: Template Students create ePortfolios from a Google Site Template

Students view this template from a direct link (or find it in 
the school’s template gallery” and then choose it to create 
an ePortfolio for themselves.   

The ePortfolio is a record of their work for this course, and 
also a tool for gaining employment.  It is not designed for 
licensure … that is a separate ePortfolio outside this course.

This element of the course design was developed by 
supervising instructor Caleb Clark (pictured below)
 

5 1

Google Sites Template, Bio page view.  Blue Bar allows user to 
create a new Google Site based on this template.

Blue Bar - build a site with this template. 
Title and Tools - the instructor has created and can modify 
this template, which is why the site creation tools show.  For 
a student, these tools would not be available. 



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

ePortfolio Site: Bio Students develop bio page on ePortfolio.

The first assignment for students is to craft a bio.  Initially 
this is to help instructors get to know them (they all know 
each other) but utlimately it is for employers.

5 1

Site built from supplied Google Sites Template, Bio page view.

Site navigation, bio text, image.



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

ePortfolio Site: Blog Students maintain Blog on ePortfolio.

The Blog is a key element of the ePortfolio, as the repository 
for all reflections on each of the 8 assignments (plus other 
ancillary thoughts).  

Though Blog views list posts in currency order, other views 
can sort them alphabetically.  This is why we recommend 
posts be given titles that are date-sortable (YYYY/MM/DD) 
and also include topic descriptions. 

5 2

Site from supplied Google Sites Template, Blog view. Tabs: 
● Bio
● Resume
● Teaching Philosophy
● Teaching Artifacts
● Contact
● Blog
● Course Home
● Tools Wiki The Blog page shows all blog posts in currency order 

(newest first) and allows the author to create new posts. 

https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/home
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/home
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/resume
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/resume
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/teaching-philosophy
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/teaching-philosophy
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/files
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/files
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/contact
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/contact
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/blog
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/blog
https://classroom.google.com/u/1/c/NDQ1OTU4MDZa
https://classroom.google.com/u/1/c/NDQ1OTU4MDZa
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com


Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

ePortfolio Site: Blog Post Example Blog Post

Share reflections on an assignment (in this case, the 
assignment of creating the ePortfolio). 

One difficulty with Google Sites Blogs is that commenting is 
not handled properly.  One cannot grant commenting ability 
without also granting the ability to edit page content…. so 
anyone who can comment on a blog post can also alter that 
post.  

For this reason, Google Blogs are deprecated in favor of 
Blogspot blogs (also a component application of Google 
Apps for Education) or better yet, Wordpress Blogs. 

However, for the purpose of simplification, we use Blogs in 
the ePortfolios, with commenting up to students to enable. 

5 3

View of individual blog post. Blog posts are the target of 4. Reflect 
activities from the Topic Page Apply Tab tasks. 

Title
Author
Date Posted
Content
Attachments
Comment



Section: Part:

Instructional Objective:

Purpose of This Part:

Elements: 

Comments:

Google Classroom Course

Share Blog Posts with Other Students

Use the Google Classroom interface to point other students 
to new blog posts or other created work.

None.

5 4

Comments below Assignment 1 sharing ePortfolio Site URLs.

Comments below assignments that ask for posts or links.



MAT-SJ: Tech for Teachers

Google ClassroomA.

About1.

Course Infoa.
Three tabs (Stream | Students | About )
Course Title and Brief Description
Course Meeting Room
Teacher Email
Google Drive Folder
Other Course Resource Links

Students2.

Rostera.
Student Names
Email Buttons

Stream3.

Main Contenta.
Announcements (news posts with comments)
Assignments (posts with attachments and comments)

Left Sidebarb.
Upcoming Assignments (sidebar)

Learn TasksB.

Home1.
Guide to 3-Tab Layout
Jump Menu to Topics

Sample Topic Page2.

Learn Taba.
Discussion
Links

Apply Tabb.
Overview
Links
Tasks

More Tabc.
Links
List of Topic Pages

Student ePortfolioC.

Home Bio1.
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COURSE DESIGN 

II. OBJECTIVES 

1. Students will become conversationally familiar with 6 learning technology tools 
and/or patterns new to them, associated with current best practice.   
On their own via brief online exercises, students will complete 6 1-hour “exposure” 
activities to explore and sample learning technology applications to fill personal 
gaps identified in pre-course surveys. Students will be prepared to speak (for 
example, in job interviews) about these tools and how they would apply them to 
future classrooms.  

2. Students will study, experience and participate in two learning technology patterns 
(clusters of 2-3 tools) in the context of social justice learning activities.  
Through developed multimedia demonstrations and tutorials, students will 
participate in learning activities occurring during live class meetings. Encountering 
these technologies in practice with diverse peers, students will gain an intimate 
knowledge and experience of how educational technology can support pedagogy, 
education policy, literacy development, and individualized learning strategies for 
social justice education. 

3. Students will build a basic foundation of theory, strategies and skills for 
EdTech.  Through classroom and online discussion, students will understand basic 
approaches to the practice of technology integration such as ADDIE, user testing, 
cloud-based collaboration, software evaluation, and classroom technology project 
management. 

4. Students will use Google Apps for Education (GAfE) for course learning and 
collaboration. 

5. Students will apply multimedia tools & applications to develop teaching materials.  
As teachers, interns, or in role-plays with their learning cohort, students will 
document work in a digital showcase through their professional ePortfolio to share 
and discuss with peers and potential employers. 

6.  Students will select and integrate encountered tools and patterns into a teaching 
project outside this course which they will design and perhaps develop, implement 
and evaluate.  
 

  



III. ACTIVITIES 

See http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/assignments for the assignment structure (Learn | 
Apply | More tabs, choice tasks).   A PDF of this page is attached on the next page.  
 
See http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki-tools  for activities. These include:  

1. Making Professional ePortfolios - with Google Sites  
2. Making Teacher, Course and Project Websites  
3: Formative Evaluation Webquest  
4. Using Google Docs for Formative Assessment  
5. Creating Effective Google Slideshows and Videos  
6. Screencasts and Videos for Portfolio & Flipping  

IV. EXISTING CONTENT RESOURCES 

1. https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/techintegrationk12educators  

 This was the LCMS / LMS developed by a previous graduate student in a prior year.  It was 
never actually implemented, and did not inform much of the work of this year, but was a 
starting point.  

2. https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/tft-portfolio/ 

This is the ePortfolio template desgined by Caleb Clark.  It was modified to serve this class 
with the addition of “Course Home” and “Tools Wiki” tabs.  

IMPLEMENTATION 

 
I. OVERVIEW 

We first proposed this course on September 12th, and the first class was two weeks later.  
Designer/Developer/Co-Instructor intern Bram Moreinis’s design and development was 
constant until 11/17, at which point Co-Instructor/Evaluator Caleb Clark (named 
instructor for the course) took over the reins.     
 
During this period, Bram & Caleb met in person or via Google Hangout every two weeks to 
discuss the course and plans, and Bram followed up with an email or Google Doc outlining 
new activities for development.   Bram would develop activities within a week of their run 
date, with Caleb providing feedback and test driving by Friday.  Assignments were given on 
Mondays, and due the following Sunday evening.   
 

http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/assignments
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki-tools
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki/1-making-professional-eportfolios-google-sites
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki/2-making-teacher-course-and-project-websites
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/assignments/3-formative-evaluation-webquest
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki/4-using-google-docs-formative-assessment
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki/5-creating-effective-google-slideshows-and-videos
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki/6-screencasts-and-videos-portfolio-flipping
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/techintegrationk12educators
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/tft-portfolio/


II. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

Planning documents included:  
 

1. Agendas and Notes for Planning Hangouts (see example, Appendix 1) 
2. Agendas for Class meetings (see example, Appendix 2) 
3. Student Survey (Google Doc, Online), Survey Results, Analysis 
4. Course Strategy for Leadership Approval  (see Appendix 3)  
5. Wiki Topic Sequence (from Survey Results) 
6. Course Design Document (this document) 

 
III. DEVELOPMENT & DELIVERY 

 Milestones included:  
 

1. First class survey and analysis to determine topics. 
2. Obtaining approval from MAT-SJ leaders for ePortfolio application.  
3. Fine-tuning use of Google Classroom with the Drupal-based LCMS.  GC interface was 

very basic and used only for the simplest “preview” instructions, which would then be 
detailed in the LCMS.  For the text of the GC assignments, view Appendix 4: Assignment 
Previews. Assignments got more and more streamlined.  

4. Fine-tuning assignment submission instructions.  It proved impossible to obtain a 
sample student email account from Marlboro to use to test the course after weeks of trying; 
finally, we found a way to use an existing account to take screenshots shared via a video 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8-7HCdgdrk) and a Google doc.  See Appendix 5.  

5. Fine-Tuning the Assignment Choice Structure.  The two objectives of having very 
simple, basic instructions while allowing students at different levels of technical ability and 
interest to choose assignments were in conflict. By Week 3 we arrived at some clarity.  See 
the guide on our LCMS page, http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/assignments.  

EVALUATION STRATEGY 

Caleb was responsible for providing feedback via Google Classroom as well as grading and 
evaluating.  Assignment success criteria were very basic, given the unique (and 
unalterable) nature of this course (two hours per week maximum work, no expectation of 
working in sync with the course or meeting deadlines).  As Caleb indicated at the beginning, 
this was a required class in a program that otherwise did not use or value computer 
technology.  As long as the students attempted each assignment and reflected, their work 
would be accepted.  The focus was on providing opportunities, not performance goals. 
 
Student work, with the exception of in-class projects, is always submitted as a blog post 
from their ePortfolios.  These posts in turn reference other documents (Google Sites, 
Google Slideshows, Youtube Videos, etc.).   For the purpose of INSDSG 655 peer review, 
samples of student work are viewable from Appendix 6: Student Work.  
 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1t7noLCylN-ujHVyjFm1PzG5nBNIZg4E8RH0d69GyLno/viewform?formkey=dE1rV0pWODVtalNpU1hQenBXeUhoUXc6MA%23gid=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_8-7HCdgdrk
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/assignments


CONTACT INFORMATION 

Bram Moreinis, Instructional Designer 

Cell:  845-750-2412 
Home: 845-750-6204 
Email: bmoreinis@gmail.com 
Professional Portfolio: http://myinstructionaldesigns.com 

 

  

mailto:bmoreinis@gmail.com
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/


APPENDIX 1: PLANNING AGENDA 

A. Bram’s Access 

1. Marlboro Email? Done 
2. Other shared resources? (Aside from Google Site: Caleb Linking) Faculty Best 

Practices. Look lower left.  
B. Final Review of Survey 

1. Edit Form 
2. View Form 

 
C. Preparation for Focus Group Discussions 

1. Should Bram attend course meetings? YES 
2. We’re “Co-instructors.” We’ll gather and survey and make sure we all can get emails 

from Marlboro. Caleb will start with survey. View Survey. Then we’ll make a great 
class and be in touch 

3. Set Timing Expectations (Choose / Determine?) 
a. FAST TRACK: 30 hours / 10 weeks = 3 hours/week? 
b. MEDIUM TRACK: 30 hours / 15 weeks = 2 hours/week? 
c. SLOW TRACK: 30 hours / 30 weeks = 1 hour/week? 

4. Wait for:  
a. Impact of Tech on Activism for Social Justice in your exp 
b. Visions for teaching SJ with Tech 
c. Assessing Current Attitudes towards this course (e.g. Sympathetic, 

Antagonistic, Motivated, Apathetic, Compliant). Fist to five? 
5. Production Questionnaire 

 
D. Strategy 

1. Should we design backwards (from Social Justice Webquests - Bram can find 
examples) or forwards (from student preferences, skills and gaps)?  
 

E. First Month Development 

1. What are the tech priorities?  (Using Marlboro GAfE for basic collaboration?)  Get 
Grade School Email forwarded to Personal Mail (e.g. Gmail) With Filtering. By 
Monday 10/6.  

2. What are the instructional priorities? (What do we want students to be able to do? 
E.g. begin text / audio / video blogs) 

  

https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/howtos/f_1st_2_wks
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/howtos/f_1st_2_wks
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/gform?key=0AhowZdTibDkGdE1rV0pWODVtalNpU1hQenBXeUhoUXc&gridId=0%23edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dE1rV0pWODVtalNpU1hQenBXeUhoUXc6MA%23gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dE1rV0pWODVtalNpU1hQenBXeUhoUXc6MA%23gid=0
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IZdwxGnRQdeWa4vnIbml9cTJyfKVannl9MwYjBfeD3w/edit


APPENDIX 2: AGENDA, FIRST CLASS MEETING 

Agenda, 9/26, 11am - 12pm 

1. INTRO SURVEY (before Bram): View Survey Form. 

2. CALEB INTRODUCES BRAM 

a. We’re “Co-instructors.”  

b. We’ll gather and survey and make sure all can get Marlboro emails.  

c. Then we’ll make a great class and be in touch via email. 

3. Set Timing Expectations (Choose / Determine?) 

a. FAST TRACK: 30 hours / 10 weeks = 3 hours/week? 

b. MEDIUM TRACK: 30 hours / 15 weeks = 2 hours/week? 

c. SLOW TRACK: 30 hours / 30 weeks = 1 hour/week? 

4. Wait for: 

a. Impact of Tech on Activism for Social Justice in your experience so far 

b. Visions for teaching Social Justice with Tech 

c. Current Attitudes towards this course (Fist to five?) 

5. Example First Activity: Blog about impact of / vision for teaching SJ with Tech 

a. Blog (Google Site, Blogspot or Wordpress depending on audience) 

b. Podcast (iTunes, Google Site) 

c. Videocast (iTunes, YouTube) 

  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dE1rV0pWODVtalNpU1hQenBXeUhoUXc6MA%23gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?formkey=dE1rV0pWODVtalNpU1hQenBXeUhoUXc6MA%23gid=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrBIiowZW38


APPENDIX 3: COURSE STRATEGY: APPROVAL FOR MATSJ LEADERS 

Our focus group for the redesign of “MATS656 Technology for Educators” went very well. 
Bram and I have processed the students’ feedback on their tech skills, interests, time 
available, and desires.  
 
A summary of our findings is that they are excited to learn about technology tools to use in 
their teaching, they have experienced the power of technology to help teach when it is used 
well, and their schools are mostly using tech. However, they are skeptical of the time 
required and wish to avoid using technology for technology’s sake. They want to learn how 
to effectively integrate technology and they want to finish the class by Dec so they have 
time to use their new skills in their classroom.  

Proposed Curriculum 

● Three more 2 hour in person meetings before Xmas.  
● A site from their class work can also be used as an employment portfolio.  
● Marlboro’s Google Classroom while house the class (We’ll link from Moodle).  
● Assignments in person and online will build knowledge, skills and attitudes that are 

applied to their current classroom work and studies.  
 

Stage 1: Students will survey key educational technologies of interest from our survey of 
their skills, interests, and what we know of EdTech that is used today. They will pick 
several technologies they are not familiar with, experience these and log a very brief blog 
reflection for their future use. Examples include Webquests, collaborative writing, flipping, 
etc. More.  

Stage 2: In-person meetings will be used for group lesson activities and reflections, where 
they experience several key technology techniques and tools as students, and then discuss 
applications to their teaching.  

Stage 3: Students will select from their experiences a few tools to apply to a lesson plan for 
use after xmas. They will document this plan and their experiences in a personal ePortfolio 
website.  Additional artifacts will include a classroom teaching video, examples of other 
work, a declaration of teaching philosophy, a resume, all to be used as a professional 
portfolio for future employers.  

Stage 4: After winter break, students implement the lesson plan they designed or 
integration technique they chose, either with their student teaching classroom or with the 
MATSJ cohort, building a digital showcase for inclusion in their ePortfolios.  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ydcYKUxfgiaIPtUl2V7XAYS2kXi1SGwDo5TAZGygQqs/edit?usp=sharing


THE TOOLS CURRICULUM:  SHALLOW SURFS (8 hours) 

● The Wiki Gallery:  http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki-tools  

● Students pick 8-10 out of 15 topics, and then spend 20-30 minutes EITHER reading 
about it ("Learn" tab) or doing something with it ("Apply" tab) and then maybe checking 
out more resources ("More") tab before they move on. 

● The topics (from surveys): 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ydcYKUxfgiaIPtUl2V7XAYS2kXi1SGwDo5TAZGygQ
qs/edit?usp=sharing 

EXPERIENCING AS STUDENTS: GROUP DIVES 

● In two live 90-minute sessions, we will act as instructors with students taking the 
role of high schoolers in a 1:1 environment, leading them through a 1-hour lesson that 
combines these tools in powerful ways, and then reflecting on the experience for a half 
hour. 

Example: e.g. Google Apps for DBQs (Document Based Questions).  

1. Students will pilot a DBQ social justice topic discussion using a shared Google Group 
and each working from a template Google Text Document (taking advantage of the 
Google Scholar sidebar gadget) 

2. Students will use the Google Groups service for group-posting and discussing 
completed documents and also have text-commenting exchanges within the documents 
to support formative evaluation of findings and compare how the different methods 
(group post, in-text comment) support different kinds of exchange.  

EXPERIENCING AS TEACHERS : DEEP DIVES 

● In another project (not tech-related) for their degree program, students will apply 
one or more of the technologies they studied here. 

● In their ePortfolio (below) they will include a thumbnail, brief description and link 
to some form of digital showcase of this project. 

THE CONTAINER: ePORTFOLIO WEBSITE 

● We are going to modify 
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/tft-portfolio/ by adding a new 
tab, "TFT", which is all the material relevant to our course (which will itself be 
housed on a Google Classroom site), and they will put their "Deep Dive" work under 
"Teaching Artifacts". 

http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/wiki-tools
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ydcYKUxfgiaIPtUl2V7XAYS2kXi1SGwDo5TAZGygQqs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ydcYKUxfgiaIPtUl2V7XAYS2kXi1SGwDo5TAZGygQqs/edit?usp=sharing
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/tft-portfolio/


● We will look at each others' portfolios during the last session and answer 
"how did you do that" questions.  

Course Redesign Goals 

1. Exposure: Students want to experience the tools and patterns in current practice.   

2. Collaborative Learning: Students want to learn from, and present to, each other, 
emphasizing the instructional value of technology over “tech for tech’s sake”. 

3. Application: Students report they want to be given tools to apply to their projects 
this year, and would prefer to frontload work on learning tools for this purpose.   

Four Activity Levels 

1. Individual Exposure:  (5 Hours - Homework) As individuals, students choose 10 
from among 15 tools and practices outside their repertoire.  These 15-30 minute 
encounters will include reading summaries and pointers to externally produced guides and 
tutorials, and opportunities to try out the tools, explore them in a lesson context, and/or 
reflect on their potential. Where students have proficiency in these tools, they can choose 
to be listed as resources for their peers.  

2. Group Participation: (6 Hours - Pre-Session Tutorials, Live Sessions) Students 
learn and experience combinations of tools and patterns together, using produced 
demonstrations, tutorials, and practice tasks, with sufficient context and focus to generate 
meaningful exchange rather than simply demo products. Selection will be based on student 
survey preferences and instructor estimation of highest payoff. 

3. Individual Integration: (8+ Hours) As individuals, students choose 1 or 2 tools 
for practical application to course project(s) (not separate tech projects), implemented in  
their teaching environments or with their MATSJ cohort playing student roles.  Peers with 
prior aptitude may be consulted as supports, and instructors will also serve as design and 
development coaches.  

4. Portfolio Showcasing (5 Hours): All implemented projects will be digitally 
showcased for student portfolios and for group feedback as they are ready for live and/or 
online questions and comments.  The process for this documentation will be pre-scaffolded 
by course instructors in the context of related Group Participation topics (Level 2).  

At the end of the course, students will have a hyperlinked journal to tutorials and products 
they experienced and developed, and a detailed showcase of technology integration.  

  



APPENDIX 4:  ASSIGNMENT PREVIEWS ON GOOGLE CLASSROOM 

Assignment 1: Orientation and Portfolio Template 

The 10-minute video below describes the following three sites that define our course: 
1. The Google Classroom Home Page, http://classroom.google.com (click on TFT F14) 
2. The Class Content: http://myinstructionaldesigns.com  
3. Your ePortfolio, which you will create at http://goo.gl/pIWVEp 
 
When you are done watching the video, begin the assignment on the Class Content site, 
linked below. For each assignment, there are three "tabs" at the top of the page:  

LEARN contains readings and tutorials. along with highlighted videos. No need to take in 
everything - explore to understand the topic, then move to the "Apply" tab. 

APPLY contains specific how-to tutorials.  

MORE has more resources - no need to visit unless you want to.  
 
At the bottom of the APPLY there are 4 Assignment Tasks to choose from, as follows:  
1. Tool Tryout: Make something with the tool. 
2. Apply to Classroom: Make something useful for teaching. 
3. Apply to Webquest: add to the Webquest Project you are building. 
4. Reflect: Prompts and questions to answer based on your readings/watchings. 
 
You may choose which to do, depending on your comfort with learning technology on your 
own. Regardless of which you choose, finish by composing a Blog post with your reflections 
(plus a link to anything you made), and submit the link to this post as your work. To submit 
the assignment, click the blue "Turn In" button and post a link to the blog post for this 
assignment. Please also share it with your fellow students by posting it below as a 
comment. 

Assignment 2: Google Sites and WebQuests 

The link below is a 14.5 minute video. Please watch as soon as you can - it clarifies many 
things! After you watch the video, there is a brief survey below it (four  
questions, two of which are scales) to help us understand how well these 
videos and materials match your needs. Thank you! 
 
Google Sites are pivotal tools for classrooms where students have computer access, or for 
connecting classrooms and homes. This assignment also introduces our "Webquest 
Project" track.  

https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/NDQ1OTU4MDZa/a/MTExNTM4MzFa
http://classroom.google.com/
http://myinstructionaldesigns.com/
http://goo.gl/pIWVEp
https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/NDQ1OTU4MDZa/a/MTE2MTU5MzRa


 
As always, you may choose which of the four assignments to do, depending on your comfort 
with learning technology on your own. Every subsequent assignment will have an 
application to building a Webquest, making a very powerful contribution to your teaching 
portfolios. If you are comfortable with technology, try the Webquest track.  
 
To submit the assignment, click the gray "open" link in the top right corner (or click on the 
clickable title "Assignment #: [Title] and using the screens that follow, post a link to the 
blog post for this assignment. Include a link to the website you are making as part of this 
assignment. Please also share it with your fellow students by posting it below as a 
comment. 

Assignment 3: Google Docs for Formative Assessment (Webquest Prep) 

The 6-minute YouTube video below describes the Foundation Webquest activity we'll do 
Friday. You have up to an hour of preparation tasks, outlined on top of the "Assignment 3 
Step By Step" document below. In brief, you will: 
 
RESEARCH YOUR ROLE: Friday will be a WebQuest with you as students. You will be 
choose to play the part of a trustee of the Norton Foundation, discussing proposals to fund. 
In this case, these are actual people, so you can do web research on the trustee you pick.  
 
PRACTICE COMMENTING ON PROPOSALS: We will be exploring in-document commenting 
this week, creating a document-based discussion that we will re-visit on Friday. Look over 
"Assignment 3 Step by Step" and follow the instructions to add your comments to the 
questions posted there before Friday. 
 
PREVIEW THE WEBQUEST: This is the overall context for the activity on Friday. You do not 
need to do anything with this until Friday, other than preview what we'll be doing. 

Assignment 4: Google Docs for Formative Assessment (Individual Work) 

 
1. Read the LEARN tab of "Learn about Using Google..." below. Watch at least one of the 
screencasts and read at least two of the resources below it.  
 
2. OPTIONAL: Watch "Google Apps for Formative Assessment" demo below ("The Making 
of the Webquest").  
 
3. Choose one of three Tryout tasks, detailed in the APPLY tab of "Learn about Using 
Google..." 

https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/NDQ1OTU4MDZa/a/MTIxOTY4NzZa
https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/NDQ1OTU4MDZa/a/MTQ1NzIwMDRa


 
4. After you complete the task, create a blog post on your ePortfolio that reflect on readings 
and experiences. Describe the strategy you are likely to use this year in your internship 
with these tools. 

Assignment 5: Creating Effective Google Slideshows 

 
1. Read the intro on the LEARN tab of "Creating Effective Google 
Slideshows..." below.  
 
2. Watch at least one video and read 2 resources from the LEARN tab. 
 
3. Pick one of 3 Tryouts on the APPLY tab of "Creating Effective 
Google Slideshows". You will make a slideshow.  
 
4. Create a blog post with a 50-300 word count reflection. Embed 
your slideshow (or video) in the blog post. 
 
5. Post the link to your blog post when you submit the assignment, 
and share it below as a comment. 

Assignment 6: Creating Videos for Flipped Classes or Teaching Demos 

 
1. Read the intro on the LEARN tab of "Screencasts and Videos ..." below. 
 
2. Watch the video and read at least 2 resources from the LEARN tab. 
 
3. Pick one of 3 Tryouts on the APPLY tab of "Screencasts and Videos ...".  
You will make a video. 
 
4. Create a blog post with a 50-300 word count reflection. Embed 
your video in the blog post. 
 
5. Post the link to your blog post when you submit the assignment, 
and share it below as a comment. 
 
Note: depending on your experience, this could take more than 2 hours. Due date extended. 

  

https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/NDQ1OTU4MDZa/a/MTYwNTUwODJa
https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/NDQ1OTU4MDZa/a/NTAxNTk1ODJa


APPENDIX 5: POSTING ASSIGNMENTS 

For this course, assignments are posted in the form of links to blog posts on your ePortfolio 
Site.  These posts indicate which “track” (or assignment) you chose (Learn & Reflect, Tool 
Tryout, Teach Tryout, Webquest), and what you experienced and thought about the 
experience, along with a link to whatever you made.   

In the unlikely event that you are not making something online, you can attach a file to the 
blog post.  Your blog posts are the “containers” for your work, and also a way to share it 
with other students by posting these same links as comments under the assignment.  

Here is the process for submitting an assignment:  

1. Click on the gray “OPEN” link in the top right corner, or on the Assignment title: 

 

2. Click the “Add” drop-down, top left, to attach your blog post link: 

 

 

 



3. Choose “Link”  

 

4. Paste the link to your blog post (not the blog, but the actual post), and then press the 
blue “Add Link” button.   Example: 
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/blog/2014-10-
19myfirstwebquest  

 

5. You are now back to your TURN IN screen.  You can add a comment if you wish, in the 
event (as pictured) that your assignment is late.  Click “Add comment…” 

 

https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/blog/2014-10-19myfirstwebquest
https://sites.google.com/a/gradschool.marlboro.edu/john-doe/blog/2014-10-19myfirstwebquest


6. And add your comment, and press the blue “POST” button. 

 

7. Now click the blue “TURN IN” button to submit your work.  

 

8. Click TURN IN again on the Confirm Screen. 

 



APPENDIX 6: STUDENT WORK 

Note:  Student work is not public.  The links below are to downloaded web pages in the 
same folder as this document, shared for the purpose of peer review. When this document 
is shared elsewhere, those will no longer work.   

Student ePortfolio Blogs: 

1. anneke-blog.html 

2. amanda-blog.html 

3. caroline-blog.html 

4. clio-blog.html 

5. daniel-blog.html 

6. ryan-blog.html 

Student Google Sites 

1. anneke-web.html - Anneke 

2. amanda-web.html  - Amanda 

3. daniel-webquest.html - Daniel 

4. caroline-web.htm - Caroline 
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